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 Joint Stock Company "AGURDINO-CHEMISTRY" Address: Transnistria, 6, Chisinau,Republic
of Moldova, MD-2036 tel.: (+37322) 47-50-47 Fax: (+37322) 47-22-13 e-mail:
agurdino@ofis.md Yuri Bogdanov Born on 1 December, 1961, in Berezniki village, Perm
District, Russia Electrical engineer, had graduated from Dneprodzerjinsk Chemical-Technical
Institute. From 1999 - the General Director of the «Agurdino-Chimia» JSC. From the childhood,
a man get used to keep personal hygiene and cleanness, to take care of clothes, to tidy up his
house, to keep his body clean. Observing these rules, one shows respect for himself and
causes to be respected from the part of people surrounding him, because anyone likes clean
house, whereas fresh clothes gladden the eye and create cheerful mood and confidence. Such
a confidence is especially justified, when cleaning and washing means for care of furniture,
room and clothes are effective and qualitative.

      

  

  

JSC «Agurdino-Chimia» from Kishinau is one of the enterprises, which care of freshness of your
home and clothes. «Agurdino-Chimia» was created in 1957, and in 1995 was re organized in a
joint-stock company. Currently, it produces mainly enamels, acrylate paints, paints of other
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types, industrial varnishes, washing powders, bleachers and other chemical cleaning means.
There are two major economic divi-sions at the enterprise: plant producing varnishes, paints,
washing powders and trading house dealing with realization of the end products. Paints
«Agurdino» are produced by means of combining special pigments and three strong binding
components, which allow the ideal covering of surface of doors, windows, floors, fences, walls,
roofs in the most diverse colors.Washing powders «Agurdino», «Planeta», «Ra», «Uni Det»,
«Lotos», «Dana», «Lia» and others), bleachers «Лебедь», «Romani- ta» ensure ideal
cleanness of clothes (both from natural and synthetic fabrics), remove hardly washed off spots
(tea, coffee, fruits, etc.) and contain flavoring agents creating pleasant smell of newly washed
linen and clothes. Washing powders, pastes and liquids for cleaning and washing the tableware,
bathes, wash-bowls, ceramic tiles, linoleum, glasses («Oxiblesc», «Igiena», «Verion» etc.)
remove easily dirt, spots, traces of fat and unpleasant odors without causing damage to
surfaces. JSC «Agurdino-Chimia» uses raw materials, which are tested and studied in
laboratories of the enterprise and are not dangerous for the health of clients. Enterprise's
products are realized in specialized shops in Kishinau, Balti, Edinet, Riscani, Drochia, Soroca.
18% of total volume of products are exported to Ukraine, Russia and Romania, where
enterprise has its branches and official representatives. «Agurdino» products had won 37
diplomas and medals of national and international exhibitions and competitions. Among them
are: Diploma «For Achievements in the Field of Productivity and Quality» (Frankfurt Main,
2001); Diploma of the Presidium of the Russian Union of Commodity Producers (Moscow,
2002).
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